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black and white photos taken with digital cameras, analog cameras or smartphones. Both iOS and Android phones support a large number of applications that allow its users to take breathtaking photos in black and white. Although it is also convenient for you to create black and white photos online with Wondershare
PixStudio, there will be some issues if your laptop and PC not around. In this article, we will show you how to create monochrome photos using integrated apps on your phone, and we will take you through some of the best applications currently available on the market. Wondershare Photophire Edit Toolkit Lets you
apply more than 200 effects to your photos to make them better. Cut or cut images to meet your needs. Help you remove any unwanted object from your photos. Allows you to use the Creative Blur to reorient your photos in one click. If you do not want to go through the problem of downloading an application designed to
make this process as fast and simple as possible, you can use some of the integrated apps present on your iPhone or your Android device. 1. How to convert black and white images on Android Google Photos app, featured on almost every Android phone provides a fast and simple way to create black andphotos. All you
have to do to convert your photo to black and white is open the app and tap on the icon that is labeled Edit. Once you open the editor, you will be able to choose the black and white filter you want to apply to your photo. If you do not want to apply filters to photos, just click the Settings icon and place the color slider at its
minimum value. After that, just click Save and you're done. 2. How to convert black and white pictures on iPhone Apple stock photo app provides a fast and easy way to produce black and white photos. Open the photo you want to edit in this application, and just tap the Slider icon to open the photo editor of the app.
Click the Effects icon in the Editor, then choose the black and white filter you want to use. Click Done, once successfully applied the filter. More details about how to cover the black and white image on Mac Top 10 Black & White Photo Apps that will take your monochrome game to a new level Price: Available on: iOS 8.0
or later If you want to capture a black and white photo or convert an existing black and white photo, B&W is simply one of the best applications you can use, as it will provide you with all the tools you need to successfully complete these tasks. The application offers a number of filters that are easy to apply and also
allows you to adjust the photo settings such as brightness, contrast and even edges. Its interface will conquer you with itsand high level of functionality, while its features will ensure that each photo captured or curated with this application, meets the highest aesthetic standards. price: free available on: ios there are not
too many apps on the appstore that offer so many powerful photo editing features like the ansel app. Once you open this application on your iPhone, you will be able to see the entire camera roller in black and white, but this is just a preview and the original photos remain unaltered. ansel allows you to adjust shadows,
exposure, highlights and other options in the photos, while it also offers a set of presets that could serve as an excellent starting point for further changes. the application of photo editing with the ansel app is easy since all you have to do is drag a slider to change the values of the photo settings. price: $1,99 available on:
ios 5.0 or later this application is more about photography than it is photo editing, which is why it can be used to capture awe-inspiring black and white photos. iphone owners who decide to use the hueless app will be able to control exposure and focus with their finger tips, and will also have access to the live contrast
slider, which provides complete control over the contrast values of the photo. different shutter release modes, as well as the grid that helps users better compose their shots, are also present in this application that offers a plethora of tools that will make your photos black and white better. price: free available on:4.1 or
later As the name suggests, this Android application is a laboratory with cutting-edge photo editing tools. Its users can apply black and white photo emulators to create a look and an atmosphere of photos taken with analog cameras, while a number of frames provided by the app will ensure that your photos seem to have
been taken in the beginning of the last century. Polaroid effects or vintage textures expand the range of photo styles that can be created with this application, and these effects make the conversion of photos in black and white look easy. Photolab Black contains in-app purchases, and the free version of the app may not
be enough to meet all your photo editing needs. Price: Free Available on: iOS 10 or later This photo editing tool is designed to provide the best black and white photo editing features for iPhone photographers. The unique option that offers 10 preset movies such as AGFA apx 400 or Lomography Lady Gray 400 will allow
you to give your photos the exact same look, images taken on the real movie have. BLACK is also one of the rare iOS applications that provides the professional Curves feature that helps photographers control contrast values and tones. To make things even better, for just $0.99 you can adjust the settings manually and
have a better control over the photo editing process. Price: Free Available on: iOS 11.0 or later Filters in this app bear the names of iconic black and white photographers like Dorothea Lange, Irving Penn or HenriThese filters will allow you to create an atmosphere in your photos that will evoke memories of some of the
best black and white photographers in history. You can take photos with the agentum camera app and process them in real time, while the keep the original photo option creates an unfinished photo and stores it in your camera roll. this feature-rich app will prove to be a good companion for many iPhone photographers
who enjoy street photography. price: $1,99 available on: ios 9.0 or later or Android 4.0 or later versions of android and iphone who like to take black and white photos will find that this application has a lot to offer. In addition to allowing you to take pictures, you can also edit them with almost endless photo editing tools
provided by the black & white dramatic app. users can choose classic, modern or high definition modes, while the eclipse tool can help them add more light to the subjects of their photos. dramatic black & white is an amazing tool that provides more than enough options to create photos that have all the qualities of great
black and white photos. price: free available on: ios 8.0 or later, android 4.1 or later passionate photographers, who like to take photos with their iphone and android phones will have a lot of fun on their photographic adventures with the lenka app. kevin abosch, the French photographer is accredited with the development
of app lenka, which is why both inexperienced photographers and expertscan count on the features of this incredibly easy to use app. You can adjust focus and exposure manually, adjust the tones of your photos or even capture full size photos with this kind app. Lenka is by far the best free camera app available for
iPhone and Android users. Price: $1,99 Available on: iOS 8.0 or later and Android 4.0 or later It is a camera app designed to make black and white photography accessible to all smartphone users, regardless of their level of experience with photography. Nero Cam has color camera lens filters that are displayed live on
camera screen, while app users can also control exposure, brightness and contrast values during the process of taking a photo. Professional conversion set filters are also available for photographers who want to experience the final outcome of their photos, while the grain of simulated film can be added to get a classic
black and white photo look. In addition, the BlackCam app allows you to add black and white filters to photos that are not taken with this application. Price: $0.99 Available on: iOS 8.0 or later This application allows you to capture new photos or edit what you have already taken, but the amount of options it offers leaves a
lot to want. Unlike other applications that allow you to apply white and black filters, conversion of photos with Monokrom requires you to move a target to sections of a photo that the application collects and uses them as a filter that creates black and white photos.This process may seem a little confusing, it is actually very
simple and fun. However, editing black and white photos in a professional way or even semi-professional is not an option. bonus section: how to create a presentation with black and white photos after choosing a mobile device to transfer photos to black and white photos, if you want to put all these black and white photos
in consistent presentation, here introduces a desktop solution for your reference. wondershare slideshow maker could easily turn your individual images into black and white in a wonderful presentation. wondershare photophire slideshow maker customize your presentation with more than 180 models add 75 integrated
tracks or choose music from your local computer to your presentation save or share your presentation to the social network in a click 3 super easy steps to make a presentation with photo or video step 1: visit the official website of wondershare and download the trial version of photophire slideshow maker, click on the
"additional files" to upload photos to your local computer. Step 2: Tap the theme button to choose a desired theme for your black and white photos. Step 3: Save or share it on your favorite social network website. Stop! So easy to go, come try it! Conclusions if you consider being a photography fan, each photo present in
this list will provide you a lot of options that will allow you to experiment with your photos. regardless of which appchoose, let us know in the comments which is your favorite app to create black and white photos. photos. black and white picture maker download. black and white picture collage maker
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